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Abstract
High-quality colour reproduction on silk textile was achieved from digital colour images by a
precise colour-matching technique between original images on the monitor display and
woven fabrics. More than a thousand various colours have been reproduced correctly with the
use of only eight kinds of dyed wefts. Silk fabrics with a complex colour pattern in a width of
50 cm and a height of 75cm can be woven by an electronic Jacquard loom in just a few hours.
The method of the colour reproduction on the silk textile bears a certain resemblance to
ordinary painting. First, we prepare a ‘colour textile block’ database, that is, a kind of colour
lookup table which plays the role of the palette in painting. A colour textile block is a woven
silk sample textile of small size that shows various colours on a silk textile by a combination of
textile structures and a few selected colour wefts among eight wefts. Colour attributes such as
brightness, hue and chroma in the uniform colour space (CIEL*a*b*) of the colour textile
blocks are measured by a colorimeter and stored in the colour textile block database. Second,
we convert the pixels of original digital colour images into colour data of colour textile blocks,
so as to minimise the colour differences between the colour attributes of the pixels in the
original digital colour images and those of the colour textile blocks corresponding to the pixels.
Third, on the monitor display we simulate the colour attributes of the textile to be woven from
the assembled sets of colour textile blocks. Finally, we can produce fabrics on which the
original colour digital image is reproduced in a manner resembling a colour photo. The
estimation of the quality for the woven fabrics was carried out by several methods that exploit
a colorimeter, a flatbed scanner and/or a digital still camera.
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Introduction
Japanese typical silk fabrics are well-known as the basic material for the 'kimono' and 'obi', the Japanese
traditional costume and sash. Their excellent colours and patterns are especially reflected in Japanese silk
textile products woven by the Jacquard loom, which was introduced to Japan in the Meiji period of the late
19th century. Highly refined colour patterns of the textile are produced by the technique called 'Mon-ori',
where warp and colour-dyed woof are controlled according to the designed figure. To reproduce various
tones of colours on the yarn-dyed fabrics, a subtle dyeing technique is required to prepare various coloured
woofs in accordance with the complexity of the figure.
Most of the traditional techniques for reproducing refined colours on the textile remain secret. We have
attempted to construct a ‘colour textile block database’ which contains important expertise for reproducing
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exceptional colours on the textile.
Is it possible to reproduce the desired colours on the textile, to know how to do this and to evaluate the
quality of those colours correctly? It is still difficult to reproduce accurate colours between different media or
devices. The difficulty lies mainly in the lack of an appropriate and effective colour matching system. The
CIEL*a*b* colour space, which was established as a uniform colour space in 1976, has been successfully
used to transfer colour information of images among different media without loss. It has been demonstrated
that the CIEL*a*b* colour representation is a key component in reproducing very precise colours on the
textile. Further, the meeting of traditional craftsman's technique in Mon-ori weaving with the modern-day
colour managing system makes it possible to develop precise reproduction of colours on the textile.
Up to now, more than one hundred sets of ‘colour textile blocks’ and their attributes have been integrated to
form a ‘colour textile block database’, which is available for the selection of most matched colours to the
original image colour [1], [2].
The primary objective of the present work is to estimate appropriate criteria for better evaluation of the
quality of colour attributes of woven textiles converted from digital colour images.

Methods and Results
Colour Textile Block Database
Figure 1 shows how the precise colour reproduction on the silk textile is processed and how the quality of
the woven textile is evaluated. First, we describe the construction of the 'colour textile block database' and
its properties because this plays the important role of keystone of the entire process. The possible colours
reproduced on the textile were thoroughly investigated by checking various combinations of basic textile
weavings. The minimum basic colours of woof (lateral threads) were fully investigated, and only eight
colours were selected, namely white, black, vermillion, yellow, green, blue, prussian blue, and magenta.
Their colour attributes are listed in Table 1. The colour of warp (lengthwise thread) was also investigated,
and dark deep green was selected as best for the colour of warp, in that this colour does not disturb the
colour tone of the woof. The number of textile weaving patterns is several hundred. These patterns are
ascribed to various combinations of basic patterns, namely flat (‘hira’), twill (‘aya’), satin (‘shusu’) and
composite textile (‘dokuchi’). The composite textile is woven by passing two different colour woofs among
eight colour-dyed woofs into an aperture of warp. Weaving patterns with 4, 5, 8, 10 and 12 harnesses are
used.
Table 1. Color attributes for eight kinds of weft
Weft’s color

L*

a*

b*

C

h

Black

18,20

-0,64

-0,44

0,78

214,51

White

71,35

-0,58

0,20

0,61

160,97

Vermillion

41,48

43,71

21,05

48,51

25,71

Yellow

69,75

-10,87

42,68

44,04

104,29

Green

41,22

-30,64

3,77

30,87

172,99

Blue

49,17

-19,25

-24,52

31,17

231,87

Prussian Blue

32,75

5,32

-38,17

38,54

277,93

Magenta

40,63

39,27

-7,13

39,91

349,71

From the colour textile block database, it became possible to successfully develop a new technique for
converting the original digital image data to fabric weaving instruction data for a Jacquard machine. The
number of colour textile block records in the database gradually increased to a few thousands. It is not an
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exaggeration to say that the meeting of traditional weaving craftsman's technique with high-end colour
management computer technique gave birth to a new colour reproduction field where an abundant variety
of colours is generated on textiles, not by inks but by limited kinds of dyed threads.
The colour textile block pattern samples created by the craftsman's skilled technique are systematically
measured by the spectrophotometer, and then the results are accumulated in a database on computer. The
colour components for each pixel on the digitised original image are transformed into weaving information
on the textile by minimising the colour difference in the CIEL*a*b* representation between the original
image colour and the simulated textile colour. The colour difference introduced here is defined by the
following formula:

∆ = (∆L* ) 2 + (∆a * ) 2 + (∆b*)2
L = L*,
C = (a*)2 + (b*)2 ,
h = tan −1 (b * / a*)
where ∆L*,∆a*, ∆b* are respectively defined by the difference between the value in the original image and
that in the simulated textile as denoted by ‘Comparison_1’ in Figure 1. L, C and h correspond to brightness,
chroma and hue angle respectively. The initial criterion was proposed as denoted by 'Comparison_1' in
Figure 1’s criteria to estimate the completed woven products quantitatively and objectively, in contrast to the
previous subjective and ambiguous way of estimation depending on the human eye.
Color Textile
Block Database

Original
Digital
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Simulated
Digital
Image

Scanner
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Jacquard
loom

Textile
Image by
Scanner

Real
Woven
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Figure 1. Flow chart of colour reproduction of silk textiles and evaluation of its quality. Convert_1 represents the process
of converstion from original colour digital images to simulated digital images on the computer’s display by mapping
pixels of original images to the corresponding colour textile block data. Convert_2 represents the conversion process in
which colour textile block data is transformed to weaving instructions for a Jacauard loom. The evaluation of the quality
of colours reproducted on a real woven textile is curried out by comparison of digitized images of the woven textile with
the original digital images. The preliminary comparison performed between the simulated digital images and the original
images, is denoted by ‘Comparison_1 and then the present existing proposed evaluation is proved by the comparison
between digitized images of the woven textile and the original digital images, denoted by ‘Comparison_2’

In Figure 2, the feature of the 'colour textile block database' is presented as a two-dimensional plot of the
basic 420 kinds of the colour textile block's records in the CIE-a*b* plane. The dependence of lightness and
chroma of the colour textile block's records on the hue angle is also demonstrated on the right part of
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Feature of the ‘Colour Textile Block Database’. Left shows two-dimensional plot in a*-b* plane of 420 kinds of
colour textile block where ‘composite textile patterns’ are excluded. Right shows the distribution of 420 kinds of colour
textile block in h-C or L* plane. Chroma of reproduced colours on the silk textile lies below about 50 and Lightness
between 20 and about 80.

In order to estimate the quality of the fabric products before weaving them, various quantities have been
tested. For instance, the number of selected colour textile block's records, the averaged value of the colour
difference between the original images and simulated images were used as a quality scale of colour
reproduction on the textiles.
Colour Management of Scanner and Digital Still Camera
It is crucial to adjust the various devices and software to ensure good colour matching among them. In
order to achieve better colour matching, at least three devices must be calibrated before any
measurements or analysis of colour differences. As in Figure 1, all digital images are shown and compared
on the screen of a cathode ray tube or a liquid crystal display. First, Kodak's standard colour input target
chart for reflection ('Q-60RI Target') is used to create device colour profiles by colour management
software.
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Figure 3. Comparison of colour differences (delta_E) of the colour standard chart (Q60R) in CIELab between values in
table of the standard chart and measured values by a digital still camera and by a flatbed scanner
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For good comparison of woven basic colours in the 'colour textile block' with the standard colour chart, eight
square areas from 'I13' to 'I19'are chosen, and their digital values of colour attributes in a table provided by
Kodak are used as reference. After the calibration of the computer display, scanner and digital still camera,
the measurement of a colour attributed to the same colour target is made by a spectrophotometer for the
scanner and for the digital still camera.

Figure 4. The ranges for various device colour profiles are shown. The black curves are two digitizing devices for
measurement of colour textile block, digital still camera and flatbed scanner. White curves are liquid crystal display and
ordinary sRGB profile for reference

Evaluation of reproduced colour on woven textiles

delta_E(in CIELab)

After the calibration of the computer display, scanner and digital still camera, the measurement of colour
attributed to the same colour target is made by the spectrophotometer for the scanner and the digital still
camera. To achieve better colour matching through conversions, a few factors remain to be considered:
preservative the various conversions, the colour range with large coverage, and well-calibrated devices.
Since the initial method of evaluation as denoted by 'Comparison_1' is the difference between original
images and simulated ones, they eventually contain some deviation from the more realistic evaluation of
the reproduced colour difference.
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The colour attributes of the eight basic 'colour textile blocks' have no numerical values in the table, unlike
the Kodak colour target chart (Q-60RI). The colour attributes of 'colour textile block' measured by the
spectrophotometer are used as reference values to calibrate the scanner and digital camera. In Figure 5,
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the colour differences of the 'colour textile block' (eight basic colours of woof) are displayed. Contrary to the
results in Figure 3, the delta_E (colour difference in CIELab) of the digital camera is shown to be rather
larger than that of the scanner. The reason for the large discrepancy around the hue angle from 200 to 320
is not known at the present.
In Figure 6, it is demonstrated how the original digital images are converted to the simulated images and
then to the textile images measured by the scanner. To save space, the height of all three images has been
reduced to one-third of the original. Their height and the original digital image is 24-bit full colour.

Figure 6. Comparison of converted digital images on

Figure 7. Distribution map of relative ratio of colour

the computer display as in Figure 1. Top is the original

attributes' differences measured by the scanner to the

digital image, middle is the simulated digital image and

original image. Top represents the difference of L*

bottom is the textile image measured by scanner

component, middle of a* component, and bottom of b*
component, respectively. (Comparison_2)

The distribution of colour differences between the original image and the simulated image is shown in
Figure 8. The darker the colour is, the smaller the colour difference between them, as appears in Figures 7
and 8. Since the upper limit of lightness of colour of silk woof is low (< 71), the brighter area in the images
shows the larger colour difference in CIELab. It is not yet determined which is better for evaluation, the
index by 'Comparison_1' or by 'Comparison_2'. However, if the difficult calibration of the scanner and/or of
digital camera is properly done, 'Comparison_2' seems to be more appropriate as a better criterion for
evaluation.

Figure 8. Distribution map of relative ratio of colour attributes' differences of the simulated image to the original image.
Top represents the difference of L* component, middle of a* component, and bottom of b* component, respectively.
(Comparison_1)
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Conclusions
More than a thousand various colours can be precisely reproduced on the silk textile with the use of only
eight kinds of colour-dyed woof corresponding to the original digital colour image.
It is of great advantage to represent the simulated colours of woven colours on the computer display
without weaving.
The database of colour textile blocks was constructed by precise measurement of woven silk textiles by a
spectrophotometer, and is available as a kind of colour matching module for the conversion of original
digital colour images to textile colour simulated digital images.
By the analysis of the features of the colour textile blocks' records in the database, it was demonstrated that
a range of colours exists which cannot be reproduced on the silk textile with the present method.
It was also revealed that the lightness of the reproduced colours lies between 20 and about 80, and chroma
below 50, in CIELab colour space.
Through the calibration of digital devices such as a flatbed scanner and a digital still camera, it was found
that the coverage of digital camera in CIELab colour space is larger than that of a scanner.
The colour difference of the 'colour textile block' (eight basic colours of woof) between what is measured by
the scanner and by the digital camera is comparable for the evaluation of the quality of reproduced colours
on the silk textile. The present criteria for evaluating reproduced colours on the silk textile will offer hints for
a new proposal for evaluating the quality in the future.
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